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We consider the (reaction-coordinate) viscosity dependence of reaction-rate coefficients for the two-dimensional Agmon- 
Kosloff surface. We show that rate coefficients calculated from the Agmon-Hopfield sink-Smoluchowski equation are a lower 
bound, approaching asymptotically the two-dimensional result for fast reactive-mode diffusion. A modified equation, employing 
an effective potential in the spirit of a recent suggestion by the Karpov group. yields a promising approximation over most of the 
viscosity range. 

1. Introduction 

The classical problem proposed by Kramers [ 1,2] 
of diffusive barrier crossing has been recently ex- 
tended to multidimensional diffusive barrier cross- 
ing [ 3- 121. In the multidimensional picture, diffu- 
sion takes place on a potential surface with 
topography involving valleys and mountain ranges. 
For a given topography, one defines “reactant” and 
“product” regions on the surface and considers the 
flux, or rate coefficient, for transitions from reac- 
tants to products. Such rate coefficients will depend 
not only on the topography of the potential surface, 
but also on the diffusion tensor, namely, the mag- 
nitude of the diffusion coefficient in each of the co- 
ordinates. As a result, more intricate behavior is ob- 
tained as compared with the classical one- 
dimensional case. 

Agmon and Hopfield (AH) [ 31 have proposed a 
two-dimensional potential surface for mimicking li- 
gand and protein dynamics occurring during the pro- 
cess of ligand binding to heme proteins [ 41. In this 
system, ligand motion (“reaction coordinate”) is 
typically faster than protein relaxation (“perpendic- 
ular motion”). Therefore, AH have suggested that 
one eliminates the fast motion by introducing a pro- 
tein-dependent ligand binding rate coefficient into 
the Smoluchowski equation describing the protein 
fluctuations. The ensuing one-dimensional sink- 

Smoluchowski equation (SSE) [ 131 has been solved 
numerically [ 3,4] as a function of diffusion coefti- 
cient (the protein relaxation rate). The analytical 
dependence on the relative magnitude of the reac- 
tion and diffusive terms has been considered in de- 
tail [ I4- 161, leading to complete asymptotic expan- 
sions in both fast [ 151 and slow [ 161 diffusion limits, 
as well as to useful PadC approximants [ 16 1. 

Agmon and Kosloff (AK) [ 71 have considered a 
two-dimensional potential surface for stilbene pho- 
toisomerization, involving a reaction coordinate 
which is a rotation around the carbon-carbon dou- 
ble bond and a perpendicular mode which is a ro- 
tation around the carbon-phenyl single bond. With 
the diffusion coefficient along the perpendicular di- 
rection held constant, the diffusion coefficient along 
the reactive mode (inverse “viscosity” r]) was varied 
and the full two-dimensional solution of the tran- 
sient Smoluchowski equation was obtained numer- 
ically by Chebyshev propagation [ 7 1. Other numer- 
ical methods have also been developed [ 8,121. By 
monitoring the population decay in the reactants re- 
gion, one could obtain an isomerization rate coef- 
ficient. As the ratio of the two diffusion coefficients 
(“diffusion anisotropy”) was varied between 0.1 and 
10, the isomerization rate coefficient was found to 
depend on the anisotropy ratio to some power < 1 
(“fractional viscosity behavior”). For one-dimen- 
sional diffusive barrier crossing [ 11, this power is 
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always unity. Recently, we [9] have extended the 
above investigation to even more anisotropic dif- 
fusion and demonstrated that the fractional viscosity 
behavior is a transition between two asymptotic re- 
gions of effective one-dimensional behavior. The 
transition region diminishes as the perpendicular 
mode is made stiffer and the potential resembles 
more closely a narrow channel connecting reactants 
and products. 

The origin of the effective one-dimensional be- 
havior at extreme anisotropies is qualitatively clear. 
For small reactive-mode viscosity (q), perpendicu- 
lar motion is frozen and the reaction proceeds with- 
out any relaxation of the non-reactive mode. In the 
opposite limit (q+co), the non-reactive mode rap- 
idly equilibrates and most of the reactive flux crosses 
through the saddle point in the surface. The above 
observation suggests that effective one-dimensional 
models can be constructed as an approximation to 
the full two-dimensional dynamics. Such is the AH 
model [ 31, which is expected to give a correct de- 
scription in the limit of fast reactive motion (q+O). 
This has never been tested for any given potential. 

The question of the appropriate effective one-di- 
mensional model for describing the multi-(two)-di- 
mensional dynamics in the limit of large anisotropy 
was raised most forcefully by the Northwestern group 
[lo]. They have considered what is apparently the 
v+co limit (though this is not stated clearly in ref. 
[lo]), criticizing the inappropriateness of the AH 
model in this limit and suggesting an alternative pic- 
ture, of one-dimensional barrier crossing on an ef- 
fective potential. Recently, the Karpov group [ 11 ] 
has criticized ref. [ lo], deriving their own version 
of a SSE, similar to the AH model but with an ef- 
fective potential rather than a potential profile along 
the reactants’ valley. Both approaches involve a 
straightforward application of adiabatic elimination 
[ 171. For potentials in which there is a clear dis- 
tinction between a reactive and non-reactive (“per- 
pendicular”) mode, the Karpov result [ 111 reflects 
elimination of the fast reactive mode while the 
Northwestern result [lo] is best interpreted as in- 
tegration over a fast non-reactive mode. A general 
potential need not, of course, have the above prop- 
erty and then the distinction between the two pro- 
cedures becomes obscure. Neither group has worked 

out a detailed example which could clarify these 
issues. 

In the present Letter, we consider the viscosity de- 
pendence of rate coefficients for the AK potential 
surface, in which all valleys and mountain ranges are 
parallel, thus affording a clear-cut distinction be- 
tween reactive (transversal to the mountain ranges) 
and non-reactive modes. On such a potential, we ex- 
pect the AH and Karpov models to approximate the 
small-v behavior while the Northwestern model 
should approximate the large-q behavior. The degree 
of success of these models is demonstrated below for 
the first time. Doing so, we critically review the adi- 
abatic elimination procedure [ 171 on which these 
approximants are based. 

2. Theory 

We consider a twodimensional potential surface 
in dimensionless units, 1/(x, y), whose topography 
involves valleys and ridges parallel to they axis. The 
valleys located at x=xR and x=xP will correspond 
to reactants and products, respectively. These are 
separated by a ridge at x=x+, xR <?ct <xP, which is 
crossed during a reactive event. Such a topography 
is exemplified by the AK potential [7], for which 
xR=O. x+= 20.26~ and xP= ?0.49~, see fig. 1. 

Let the coordinate x extend from x,,, to xM while 
y extends from yrn to J”M, with (say) periodic bound- 
ary conditions at these two ends. In this coordinate 
system, the diffusion tensor, D, is assumed diagonal 

We call v the “reaction-coordinate viscosity”, by 
which we simply mean the inverse of the diffusion 
coefficient in the x-direction. For a real physical 
problem, 9 is likely to be proportional to the physical 
viscosity, but we do not deal here with hydrody- 
namic relations for calculating the proportionality 
constant. v is also the “anisotropy parameter”, 
namely, I&/D,. 

The dynamics on the potential surface are as- 
sumed to obey the Smoluchowski equation for dif- 
fusion in a potential field of interaction 

ap(x,y,t)iat=[~-1~+~,1~(x,v,t), (2) 
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Fig. 1. Potential energy surface [ 7 ] for the two-dimensional barrier crossing problem, C/(x, y) = 3 [ 3 cos( 2x) - 6 cos( 4x) tcos(6.x) 
-4cos(x)] [l +4cosz(y)]/40+ [3cos(2y) -4cos(4y) +cos(6y)]/4. The dimensionless potential is given by V(x, JJ)= 
U(x, y)/k,T, with kJ=0.6 energy units. The reactant state is in between the two ridges denoted by dashed lines (white stripes in the 
three-dimensional projection). 

where p(x, y, t) is a two-dimensional probability 
density. $ and e are Smoluchowski operators of 
the form 

with z=x or y. This is a simplified case where, due 
to vanishing off-diagonal terms in the diffusion ten- 
sor, eq. ( I ), there are no mixed derivatives in eq. (2). 

The complete time (t) evolution of p(x, y, t) is 
obtained for an initial delta-function density, p(x, y, 
0) =6(x-x,) d(~j-y~), located at the origin of the 
coordinates, (xR, yR)=(O, 0). This initial distri- 
bution equilibrates very rapidly (few time steps) in 
the reactant’s well, and only on longer time scales 
does the barrier-crossing process evolve. The calcu- 
lation is based on a Master-equation evaluation of 
the spatial operator and Chebyshev time propaga- 
tion. The numerics, described in detail in our earlier 
work [ 7,9], allow for long propagations with little 
accumulated error. 

To obtain the reaction rates, we first integrate the 
density distribution, 

!JM *t 

S(t)= 
J‘s P(XY> t)hdy, (4) 
Vrn -.rt 
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to obtain the reactants’ “survival probability”. This 
quantity was denoted by Q(t) in ref. [ 71. Subse- 
quently, we fit 5’(t) to the solution of a two-state ki- 
netic scheme, reactants % products, which is 

S(t)=&+(l-&)exp(-t/r), 

r-‘=h+k,, 

(5a) 

(5b) 

From the fit we obtain the forward (reac- 
tants-products) rate coefficient, k,= (1 -5’,)/s as 
well as the reverse rate coefficient, k,=S,/s. 

An approximate two-dimensional evaluation of the 
rate coefficients involves the solution of irreversible 
dynamics for an absorbing sink along the products 
valley. To evaluate k, we calculate &,.(x. JJ, t) sub- 
ject to the same initial condition, p,,,(x, y, 0) = 
S(x-x,) 6(y-y,), but with the boundary condi- 
tion plrr(xP, y, t ) =O, imposed at xP= IL 0.49~. For 
the survival probability, s,,(t), defined as in eq. (4), 
we then have 

L,(t) =exp( -&I (6) 

To obtain k,, we calculate p,Jx, y, t) subject to the 
initial condition plrr(x, y, 0)=+6(x-x,) 6(y--y,), 
for both values of xP= f0.4971, y,=y,=O and with 
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the boundary condition plrr(xR, Y, t) =O. The re- 
sulting k, could differ from that obtained in the re- 
versible procedure because the initial condition here 
is not exactly the same as the final condition in eq. 
(5). Subsequent one-dimensional approximations 
assume absorbing boundaries as above. 

Let us consider the small-q limit, for which 0,~ 0, 
In this limit, x-motion is faster than Y-motion lo- 
cally, but features of the potential could affect the 
accessibility of different regions in coordinate space, 
so more than two timescales may be involved. For 
example, relaxation along x near the initial well could 
be fast, relaxation in Y slower and barrier crossing 
along x still slower. Therefore, the most we can as- 
sume is that p(x, y, 2) is equilibrated near the initial 
well. Without loss of generality, let us limit subse- 
quent discussion to the calculation of kr in the ir- 
reversible case, for which the initial well is at xR and 
an absorbing boundary line is imposed at xP. The so- 
lution can then be written as 

P,rr(X,Y> t)=@(x;Y)p(Y, l), x-‘xR 7 (7) 

where @(x; Y) is the lowest eigenfunction of Z, whose 
eigenvalue we denote by K&). Therefore, 

Xx4(&Y)=-lc,(Y)%Y) (8) 

Both Q(x y) and K&) depend parametrically on the 
perpendicular coordinate, y. In the limit r/+0, 
&-‘rcr(YR), which is the rigorous solution for D,= 0. 
Eq. (8) could be solved approximately to give the 
well-known [ 1 ] result, 

exp [ V(x, y) ] dx 
XII 

x ev[-V(x,y)l dx. (9) 
XR 

The above result is specialized for a symmetric reac- 
tant well at xR, from which reaction occurs sym- 
metrically in both directions. 

Introducing eqs. (7) and (8) into eq. (2) gives 
the sinkSmoluchowski equation 

which should be approximately valid for x near xR_ 

It becomes exact for ~40, as Pi++(X, Y, 2)’ 
exp[ -icr(y)t/q] 6(Y-y,) for x=xxg. Setting X=XR 
in both p and I; (the potential appears in q,, see eq. 
(3) ) gives the AH approximation [ 3 1. The survival 
probability is subsequently defined by 

YM 

sir,(t) E j Pirr(Xs, Y> t) dY 
Ym 

For II> 0, we expect Si,,( t) to decay with a rate coef- 
ficient <kf, because in the above approximation a 
transition from (xa, yR) to (xr, yP) occurs along the 
single trajectory (x,, YR)-’ (xR, yP)-+ (xP, Yr). In the 
full two-dimensional dynamics, transitions may oc- 
cur along many different trajectories, thus minimiz- 
ing the barrier height. 

Alternatively, we eliminate the x-dependence by 
integrating over the maximal interval for which eq. 
(7) may be valid, namely in between the two ridges 
flanking the reactants’ well. By further approximating 

#(-%Y)” 
exp [ - V( x, Y) 1 

J-l’,+exp[-V(x,y)]dx’ 

one finds that p(y, t) obeys the SSE 

a~(Y,I)/at=[_ip~ff-K,(Y)/r?iB(Y,t). (11) 

Up is given by eq. (3 ) with V( x, y) replaced by the 
effective potential, V,,(y), defined by 

.r+ 

exp[-bf(y)l= j exP[-W,.v)l~. (12) 

Evidently, as the (rather arbitrary) integration in- 
terval degenerates to a point, Veff+V. Hence, eqs. 
( 11) and ( 12) may be considered a generalization 
of the AH result, though the lower-bound property 
is now lost. A similar approximation has been sug- 
gested in ref. [ 111, without specification of the co- 
ordinate or interval over which integration should be 
performed. For brevity, we call it the “Karpov” 
approximation. 

Finally, we consider the opposite limit of large 9, 
namely, fast non-reactive motion. For q-cx), the ini- 
tial delta-function spreads in the Y-direction tending, 
up to normalization, to p(x, y, t) jexp [ - V(x, y) ] 
x8(x-x,). In this limit, there is no barrier crossing 
so we obtain the trivial but correct result that k,-0. 
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To obtain an approximation valid for large but finite 
r~, one may assume that 

Pirr(X, y, t) s exp] - Vx, Y) 1 PC& t) 
J .E ev [ - Vx, Y) 1 d.v . (13) 

Since 6/3, exp [ - V( x, y ) ] = 0, insertion of eq. ( 13 ) 
into eq. (2) yields a one-dimensional diffusion 
equation in X, @(x,t)/af=~-lYXp*p(x, t), that de- 
pends parametrically on y. Unfortunately, when sev- 
eral barriers exist also in the y-direction, conver- 
gence to eq. ( 13) may be non-uniform in X. 
Additionally, the initial distribution rapidly spreads 
over all y, so there is now no unique way of elimi- 
nating the y-dependence. If one (arbitrarily) inte- 
grates over all y, &becomes the lowest eigenvalue 
of YX, but with V( x, v) replaced in eq. (3) by the 
effective potential, 

JJt.3 

exp[-Kdx)]~ j exp[-V(x,y)ldy. (14) 
“rn 

This is obviously analogous to eq. ( 12 ). Such a re- 
sult was derived in ref. [lo] in the case that the sec- 
ond derivative of the potential along the fast coor- 
dinate at the saddle point is positive. Assuming that 
the relevant saddle point(s) is along the dividing 
ridge-line, this corresponds to the large-q limit. 
Hence, we call it the “Northwestern” approxima- 
tion. Unlike the AH and “Karpov” approximations, 
it gives a single number rather than a functional de- 
pendence of the rate coefficient on ‘I. 

3. Results 

Fig. 1 shows the potential used [ 71. Location and 
energy of all minima and saddle points are listed 
elsewhere [9], together with results for reversible 
two-dimensional propagations which employ eq. (5 ) 
for determining the rate coefficients. Irreversible re- 
action-rate coefficients obtained from two-dimen- 
sional propagations with an absorbing line at the 
product valley are collected in table 1. Both two-di- 
mensional calculations employ a 64 x 32 grid. 

Let us first evaluate the sink term and potential 
function to be used in eq. ( 10). To obtain or, we 
solve numerically the onedimensional eigenvalue 
problem, eq. (8), for various values of y, using the 

Table 1 
Irreversible reaction rates, forward and reverse, obtained from 
two-dimensional propagations on a 64x 32 grid with an absorb- 
ing line at the product valley 

II 

10-3 
10-2 
IO-’ 
loo 
lOI 
lo2 
10’ 

rlkr 

4.36 x 10-j 
5.77x IO-3 
1.45x 10-Z 
4.80x IOF 
8.22x 1O-2 
9.31 x low 
9.67~ 1O-2 

vk, 

5.17X10~2 
6.15xlo~* 
9.10x10-~ 
3.00x IO-’ 
5.58x IO-’ 
6.13x10-’ 
6.38x 10-l 

numerical procedure of ref. [ 31. Here, a reflecting 
boundary is set at the bottom of the reactants’ well 
(x=x,=0) and an absorbing boundary at the bot- 
tom of the products’ well (x=x,=O.491~). This al- 
ready accounts for the factor of 2 for the bidirec- 
tional reaction. Our calculation used the same grid 
points as the two-dimensional propagation. Its out- 
come, shown as the full curve in the upper left panel 
of fig. 2, is compared with the Kramers approxi- 
mation, eq. (9), shown as the dashed curve. 9s ex- 
pected, the two differ mainly near y=0.5n, where 
the reaction-coordinate barrier is the lowest. Differ- 
ences due to the finiteness of the grid are typically 
smaller, ~5%. A similar calculation for am in- 
volves a solution of eq. (8 ) with a reflecting barrier 
at the outer ridge, ~~0.76 rt, and an absorbing 
boundary at x= 0. 

The AH and “Karpov” approximations differ only 
in the potentials employed (fig. 2, lower panels). The 
potential in the AH approximation is a cut along the 
valley representing the initial state, i.e., V(x,=O, y) 
for the forward process and V(~+=0.49n, y) for the 
reverse process. The “Karpov” approximation used 
an effective potential obtained by averaging the po- 
tential perpendicular to these valleys according to eq. 
( 12). The integration limits chosen are ( -xt, 
xt) = (-0.26~~ 0.26~) for the forward process and 
(0.26x, 0.76~) for the reverse. Due to the twofold 
symmetry in the forward reaction, the integration 
limits (0, 0.26~) can equally well be employed. 

Figs. 3 and 4 show our final results for vk as a 
function of viscosity, q, for the forward and reverse 
reactions, respectively. A horizontal line represents 
an inverse viscosity dependence as obtained from 
one-dimensional harrier crossing. Such a behavior is 
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Forword Reverse 

v/n (rod) Y/R (rod) 

Fig. 2. The input functions used for the SSE, eq. (IO). Lower panels: effective potentials, AH (solid curves) and “Karpov” (dotted 
curves). The potentials were set to zero at the origin. Upper panels: coordinate-dependent rate functions grand Q The solid lines have 
been calculated as the lowest eigenvalue of eq. (8) and the dotted ones by the Kramers approximation, eq. (9), see text. 

0.6 

i 

0 
"Northwestern" P-4 

rl 

Fig. 3. The viscosity dependence of the forward reaction-rate 
coefkient as calculated for the potential surface of fig. I, Open 
circles present results of a two-dimensional propagation with pe- 
riodic boundary conditions 191, while the full circles (table I) 
are for an irreversible process. Solid curves are the AH and “Kar- 
pov” approximations, see text. The dotted lines show the asymp- 
totic behavior expected from a solutiofl of the Kramers problem 
for y=O (?dO limit) and from the “Northwestern” approxima- 
tion (q-co limit). 

approached asymptotically for q-0 and r,+~o. The 
transition between these two limits resembles, on a 
limited scale of 0.1~ q x 10, a fractional viscosity de- 
pendence with kocq-", O-co-c 1 [7,9]. The irrever- 
sible two-dimensional propagation results (full cir- 
cles) are in better agreement with the reversible two- 
dimensional propagation results [ 91 (open circles) 

0.04 1 

n 
0.00 v. ’ 

lE-41E-3 lE-ZlE-1 1 10 100 1000 

77 
Fig. 4. Same as fig. 3, for the reverse reaction. 

for kf than for k,. This is because forward propaga- 
tion has been employed in the reversible case. The 
more meaningful comparison of the one-dimen- 
sional approximations is, therefore, with the full cir- 
cles in the figures. 

The AH and “Karpov” approximations for kf and 
k, were obtained as the lowest eigenvalue of the SSE, 
eq. (lo), with the approximate potential, see fig. 2. 
The numerical algorithm for obtaining the eigen- 
values of the SSE is detailed in ref. [ 31. The grid em- 
ployed was identical to that in the two-dimensional 
propagations. One-dimensional SSE propagations led 
to similar values for the rate coefficients. Both ap- 
proximations tend to the correct asymptotic value as 
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q-0. This asymptotic limit is ~~(0) or K,(O), ob- 
tained as the lowest eigenvalue of the Kramers prob- 
lem for a cut in the potential at y=O (dotted lines). 
The 4H approximation indeed behaves as a lower 
bound to the exact result. It has the correct quali- 
tative dependence on 7, but goes to the wrong limit 
as q+c~, since it approaches the average of K over 
the equilibrium distribution in y [ 31. The “Karpov” 
approximation is always higher than AH. This is clear 
from the plot of the effective potentials in fig. 2, since 
V,,(v) has a lower barrier for conversion to the 
y~0.5~ configuration, from which the reaction rate 
is maximal. The present scheme for calculating 
V,,(y), eq. ( 12 ) , produces approximate reaction-rate 
coefficients showing encouraging agreement with the 
overall features of the exact result. 

The “Northwestern” approximation (dotted lines) 
is the lowest eigenvalue for V&x), eq. (14), ob- 
tained for the same number of grid points as in the 
two-dimensional propagation. It is indeed higher than 
the asymptotic value for the AH rate coeflicient in 
the I~+GD limit [IO], but still lower than the exact 
asymptotic result. This approximation is expected to 
improve when only one well in the y-direction is in- 
volved and in the limit of a potential with infinitely 
high mountain ranges, e.g. k,T-0 for V(x, v) = U(X, 
v) l&T. 

4. Conclusion 

We have examined numerically several one-di- 
mensional approximations to the multi-(two)-di- 
mensional Smoluchowski equation for a potential 
surface [ 71 having the simple topography of parallel 
ridges coinciding with the main axes of the diffusion 
tensor. We have focused attention on the depen- 
dence of the rate coefficients on reaction-coordinate 
viscosity. 

The Agmon-Hopfield approximation [ 31, based 
on a sink-Smoluchowski equation for a potential sec- 
tion along the reactants’ valley, provides a lower 
bound for the rate coefficient with the correct lim- 
iting behavior for fast reactive motion. The “Kar- 
pov” [ 111 and “Northwestern” [lo] approxima- 
tions involve averaging procedures which have not 
been specified by their authors in detail. Although in 
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our hands the “Karpov” approximation has led to 
encouraging overall agreement with the exact two-di- 
mensional results, the computational quality ofthese 
approximations may be greatly dependent on details 
of the potential, the diffusion tensor and the aver- 
aging procedure. The “Northwestern” approxima- 
tion, being a number rather than a function of q, sup- 
plies a rough estimate for the q+co limit. It seems 
that this limit, of fast non-reactive motion, still re- 
quires an accurate asymptotic procedure for its 
description. 
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